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PRESIDENT’S PAGE (& Editor)
Hi All
Red Polls in the Wairarapa have continued to make their mark
with consistent sales of bulls into dairy herds, and also some
beef herds, for heifer mating. The local small sale also has great demand for
Red Poll cross calves in the season although many are now being purchased
directly from the farmer/s with the dairy herds. Even some breeders of Red
Polls are making up their fattening numbers with Red Poll cross dairy calves.
Long may it continue.
Warwick & I are looking forward to catching up with Candadian breeder, Dean
Anderson and his wife, Marsha. Dean emailed me to say they arrive in NZ on
the 2nd of January. I take it that those full members who were likely to be
available replied to Dean’s email that I forwarded in July? I hope you can have
a get together of members & associates in your area. Those with young
families do not often get to go on the International Congress tours so this is a
great opportunity for them to meet and talk Red Polls to overseas breeders.
Hopefully M bovis is being brought under control. It would be wonderful to
say that NZ is free of it again. Perhaps it is time MPI put some thought into
publicising the whereabouts of the tick borne theilera in NZ. Should global
warming increase further then the likelihood of this disease coming to your
area could increase with the spread of ticks further afield (see Red Poll News
August 2018 for article on theileria).
The departure date for the International Tour to South Africa and Kenya is
rapidly approaching. Time to get the dreaded vaccinations! We are looking
forward to meeting those breeders from around the world who are able to
attend.
I wish you and your families a Happy, Healthy & Prosperous 2020.

Helen McKenzie
President
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SECRETARY’S SAY December 2019

I hope calving has gone well for you all and you are enjoying
watching your herd.
Please get your herd pre-lists filled in and either posted or scanned as soon as
possible. If scanning, please also sign and scan the front page. These need to
be received by 31st December 2019.
If you have any cattle for sale and would like them advertised on the website,
please email the details so these can be added. I do get one or two emails a
month from people requesting more information or cattle.
The 2020 herd tour and AGM will be held in the Wairarapa from
Wednesday 29 April to Friday 1 May with the AGM on the morning of 1 st
May. Details to follow early in the New Year.
Calling for expressions of interest to attend the herd tour to allow for
reserving accommodation etc. Enquiries to redpollassociationnz@gmail.com.
We have a cluster of members in the Wairarapa and can help with pre and
post accommodation if you want to extend your stay.
You may have noticed there is now a password protecting the members’
details on the website. We will be asking for signed permission to have your
contact details onto the website soon. For now the password for the
members only area is nBl&xsw.
A happy and safe holiday season to you all.
Kirsty Loveday
7 Hessey Street
Masterton 5810
027 207 6007
redpollassociationnz@gmail.com
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PATRON’S PAGE I

Well, farming and politics have had some interesting
interchanges recently. Water, pollution, climate changes, trade
and forestry plantings; all exercising my mind.
Among other things there has been discussion on the perceived need to
reduce animal production/meat consumption and move towards plant based
diets. Should that become the mode for food production then NZ will be well
placed.
With increased temperatures we may well be able to economically
produce sub-tropical crops including rice, bananas, pineapples etc. We
would still be able to grow many traditional temperate climate crops. In
terms of energy input relevant to product it could be that plants might
produce more than animals. Now I know that I have a duty to promote meat
production but I also need to consider what may be in store for the New
Zealand agricultural options as forces beyond our control shift quite rapidly.
I can envisage that on our property there could still be meat production
aligned with “vegetable” production but that will require some considerable
changes in thinking. I know that maize grows extremely well and that it
produced high value animal food so it is only a small step to grow sweet corn
for human consumption with the litter still being used for animal food.
My mind will continue to mull over the possibilities.
Season’s greetings to you all and may you be blessed with a great grass
growing season.
Robin Shepherd QSO.
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PATRON’S PAGE II
Hello All
Firstly, I wish you all Season’s Greetings and all the best for 2020.
I trust you have all had a good calving season and have lots of
quality Red Polls for future sales to new breeders. They do seem to be picking
up lately.
I am in Ellesmere Hospital for the present. Eleanor and I had a bad bout of
the flu in September which has fouled up my Parkinsons’. I was able to join
the family for an outing to the Canterbury (NZ Agricultural Show) recently. It
was good to have a chat with old friends and just to have a change of air!
Eleanor and I celebrated our 58th wedding anniversary the other day.
We are both thrilled with Ian’s success at the shows with his lovely heifer. It
was good to have the Macdonalds and Ian and Anita’s family involved too.
The young ones will carry the breed into the future so we need to encourage
them wholeheartedly.

Peter Fleming

INTERNATIONAL RED POLL CONGRESS
– SOUTH AFRICA, March 2019
We’re looking forward to greeting those that are
coming in March. There is a good programme
planned which we are sure you will enjoy.
Wishing you a Merry Christmas & a happy New Year.
Regards,
Sandra van Wyk
RED POLL SOUTH AFRICA
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RANGITIHI REPORT

How about a calving season that starts with three calvings which included
two sets of twins? Sadly one twin did not survive as mother was bust and
failed to lick the membrane clear of mouth and nostrils. We are halfway
through calving, with 12 calves on the ground and mothers and progeny
all looking in good condition, but no more lovely sets of heifer twins.
Our yearling heifers are growing apace and the two year-olds are ready to go
to the bull very soon. We still believe that cows which calve as three yearolds are better formed and certainly are more durable. We have had a dry
winter and a dry spring so hope for rain shortly. Grass has grown well but
needs some moisture to avoid going to seed early.
We have invested in an automatic headbail as our more primitive model had
always required a sharp eye and a quick heave on the rope both of which
attributes have diminished with the increasing age of the operator.
This coming season we will select the best bull calves to stay entire as we
have a commitment to supply 18month bulls to a local dairy farmer.
Best wishes to you all
Gena and Robin Shepherd

Rising two year old Red Poll steers at Schraffts
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SCHRAFFT FARMS - SPRING REPORT
Greetings to all the Red Pollers out there.
Introducing ourselves, we are Rob Schrafft and Joanne Shepherd. We are new
to Red Polls having only been directly farming them in the last two years. Jo
has had many years of experience with them having been part of the Rangitihi
farming operation for most of her life.
We are currently running two farms quite close to Rangitihi Stud and as we
are very impressed with the Red Poll breed we have made a commitment to
farm some along with our other cattle which are a mixture of beef bought in
for fattening and breeding. Currently we have fifty-two Red Poll animals
comprising a mix of new born calves through to seven year old cows. We
have two mobs of steers with one mob of this year’s weaners and the other
rising two year olds. We have been impressed by their docility and the
resulting weight gains.
At this stage we will most likely use AI with Australian semen. With the
probability of about 65% conception rate we would follow up with another
breed of bull to catch the stragglers. That should ensure that any Red Polls
born will be by the single chosen semen.
Red Polls are proving to be excellent mothers producing milk freely.
At this stage we have only taken foundation stock for our herd establishment
from the Rangitihi herd where we have access to information of breeding
history.
We are planning to develop a market for top quality young bulls for use over
dairy heifers.
We are looking forward to establishing links with other breeders who are also
keen to promote Red Poll Cattle.

Rob & Joanne
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KOKAKO HERD REPORT
This is Kokako’s first herd report in the Red Poll News, which we are very
excited about. Kokako Farms Ltd, for those of you that don’t know about us,
is located on Ohiti Road in Hawkes Bay. We have a small herd of 18 cows, five
which are R2 heifers due for mating in 2020, four sire bulls, two which are
yearlings, 9 yearling heifers and 12 calves from our 2019 calving year.
Our two main sire bulls are Rosemarkie Mort's Puriatahu, otherwise known as
Red, and Athbey Elmo. These two strapping fellows have produced some
stunning offspring in the last two years.
In 2018 we used Red as our sire and he made some beautiful offspring.
However, he likes to throw heifer calves, with 12 out of 16 calves being
heifers. Last year our calving was very different to this year, with only a 75%
calving rate. We had some cows that had difficulty calving and some of our
younger cows had slips. However, the calves that were born have grown into
impressive animals which we are proud to showcase.
This year we decided to try Elmo as the sire for the cows and we got some
pretty spectacular calves. Calving has gone extremely well with 92% calving
rate, only the loss of one bull calf. We have found that our girls and Elmo, yet
again, have produced more heifers than bull calves and this year we ended up
with 10 heifers and 2 bull calves. We have been lucky enough to have ample
grass during calving and by calving behind a wire I am able to control their
daily intake before calving and give them ad lib feed after they have calved. I
have found that calving behind a wire and tagging in the paddock you are
able to assess the temperament of the cows around their calves and it allows
me to have accurate records of the Red Poll herd.
We also have 24 Angus cows which we calve at the same time as the Red
Polls. This year Red went over our 24 Angus cows, we had two sets of twins
and a 100% calving rate in the Angus. I believe that these crossbred Angus
Red Poll calves will do well as they have just started to grow like weeds with
our grass availability.
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After such a good calving and a massive dumping of rain, around 140mm in
two days, we are in a very good position going into 2020 mating.
For 2020 mating we are artificially inseminating seven of our cows, four
Evanlea and three Opoutere, to sire McMarshall (AU2) 373. We are hoping to
have a couple of bull calves out of this mating - fingers crossed.
We have decided that our 9 yearling heifers are surplus and are looking to sell
these. If you are interested in purchasing them, please ring Bruce Nimon on
027 499 8178. They are registered under Kokako in the stud book and all their
breeding information is provided.
We wish everyone a stress-free mating and a wonderful end to spring.

Becky Hindmarsh, Head Shepherd

Cows & calves in the Kokako vineyards

Photo: Bruce Nimon

For those interested in soil health, Bruce recommends a new book by Nicole
Masters, “For the Love of Soil – strategies to regenerate our food production
systems.” ISBN 9780578536729
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OPOUTERE REPORT
We did not have a report in the last newsletter, as we were enjoying a six
week trip through parts of Europe. We did a three week river cruise from
Budapest to Amsterdam and then a bus tour through France travelling around
the Normandy area, visiting the areas of the D-Day landings and then down to
Le Dorat in the centre of France to the World Shearing Championships, which
is run on the same format as the Olympic Games. Wales won the machine
shearing and N.Z. won the blade shearing. We visited a farm that had a
Limousin stud, the cattle certainly looked well and were obviously well farmed
with amazing growth rates.
We travelled through miles of beautiful rolling farm land in crops of wheat,
barley and potatoes, both in France and Hungary; paddocks of thousands of
acres, obviously very fertile soils being well farmed.
The only negative was the heat, with temperatures reaching 41 degrees, it
was uncomfortable at times and we certainly hope that our summer does not
follow the northern hemisphere temperatures.
Back home again at the end of July to find everything on the farm neat and
tidy, and still sufficient grass and silage for the 100 cattle. The cows started
calving late August and there was no drama, with everyone just getting on
and rearing their own calf, which is the way it should be.
We sold 10 R2 heifers to Ian and Anita Fleming in the late Autumn, and we
believe they have settled in well in their new South Island home. We can now
claim that Opoutere heifers have successfully been sold to Kaitaia, Matangi,
Hawkes Bay (where we saw them at Kokako Farms in early 2019), and
Leeston.
Speaking of Kokako Farms we were pleased to hear from Becky (Livestock
Manager for Kokako Farms) that the figures given put the Red Poll cows
ahead of the Angus cows in kilograms of calf weaned, in relation to live
weight of the dams. We found this particularly pleasing as the Angus cows
looked to be very well bred and farmed.
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We sold our 1 year old bulls, including 2 crossbreds in early October. They
were sold to a bull farmer, who will farm them through for bull beef. We did
not get them B.V.D tested or inoculated, thus saving $50 per head. We sold
them for $1200 in the paddock, which on present schedule was a very fair
price as they would not have averaged 400 kilograms live-weight.
Wishing everyone a great family Christmas, happy haymaking and may the
schedule not drop below $6.00 per kilo.

Allan & Helen Bridson

Uruguay

Photo from Bill Hays. This Ynambu bull is by semen from a
Tamihana bull of Robin Thomson’s.
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TAMIHANA FROM TARANAKI
Another year has almost gone, with the Christmas commercials already
appearing on our TV screens. Not long now before Ann & I head off to the
R.P. Congress tour in South Africa, then fly to Kenya for a further eight days.
Have been to S.A. before, so we are only participating in the second half, this
time. Kenya will be a completely new experience. One can only hope that the
‘next’ generation of R.P breeders ensure that these Congress Tours continue,
as they have been the most enjoyable part of breeding cattle & meeting some
wonderful people worldwide.
The Winter in Taranaki was not too severe, & there is still a good stock of hay
& baleage unused from last season. Mildest Winter was back in 1998, with no
snow at all on the Mountain. Long before the terrified children were even born
of course. Spring has been a stop-go affair, with October being warmer than
average, but November has so far been cooler than average, with wet
Southerly conditions setting in on the full moon [13th] until the 20th.
Cows all calved unassisted with the exception of one, who’s calf had solid
non-flexible joints. The vet assured me it was not heredity, gave it a fancy
name, & suggested they are called out to one or two each year. Fourteen
heifer calves born. Five sired by Raedean Maximus, nine sired by Tamihana
Dans Jason. So will have some to sell, if demand is there. Currently the
cows are in three mobs. Ten for A.B to the last of my Oakwood Zorba2 &
Raedean Maximus semen. One mob of fifteen, running with Tamihana Red
Max, & the remaining eight running with Tamihana Dans Promise. This is T.
D. Promises last year, as we have enough of his progeny, & T. R. Max will
handle a bigger proportion of the herd at 2yrs.
No sign of our new road, Mt Messenger by-pass, being started yet & I laughed
when two investigating engineers suggested Sept. 2020 would be commencement date. Have you seen this area in September I asked? It almost reverts
back to swamp, you’ll need a hover-craft to get anywhere near it.
I’m hoping they will start soon, as I desperately need some gravel for my
gateways & track.
Merry Christmas to you all. Next year we might get a day off in November to
celebrate Allah’s birthday.

Robin & Ann
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STRATHWELL REPORT
It’s been 10 years since we showed cattle at local shows – however 2019
reignited Ian’s desire to show cattle with his breeding offering a heifer he felt
showed potential.
Ellesmere A & P celebrates 150 yrs in 2020, so as Cattle convenor – Ian felt ii
was appropriate to re-introduce Red Polls to Ellesmere show in anticipation of
a big turnout in 2020.
M Bovis has put constraints on showing and cattle movement, however with
this less of a concern and strategies in place to manage it, bringing cattle
back to the shows is on the increase.
A tidy heifer, Strathwell Vin, stole the show in the cattle ring and ended up
taking out the Supreme Exhibit for 2019 at the Ellesmere Spring Show – a
huge honour and one Ian was delighted to receive.
This led to the decision to go back to the New Zealand Agricultural show in
Christchurch. Red Polls were well received – with Strathwell Vin taking 2nd
place in the Junior Meat and Wool Cup – another significant honour, with
numerous comments from the 8 judges about her potential and how great it
was to see Red Polls back in the ring.
With three animals at both shows the need for more handlers was required.
Big thanks to local breeder Paul Macdonald and his daughter Evie for their
help at the Ellesmere show – a new experience for them both. And to Brionne,
our daughter, home for the summer from uni, who helped Ian at the
Christchurch show.
Not only was it great to introduce new breeders to the arena of showing,
having the next generation involved, was a huge thrill to Ian and I as well as
Peter (grandad) who was ringside one day to witness this.
Brionne then went on to enter the Novice Senior Handling Class – coming 2nd
and was heard to say “I enjoyed that“. She also learnt a lot from other
handlers who freely offered their knowledge and experience.
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On the farm front, in May we took on a lease block, and currently we have it
stocked with ewes and lambs as well as some beef cross breeds we are
fattening. This block is right by Coe’s Ford, a popular spot for tourists and
campers in the summer months, so we have our Red Polls looking lovely in
the paddock for all to see.
Crops are in on the home front and we have just experienced a storm that
bought golf size hail to areas of Canterbury. Ever so fortunate it missed us!!
With both of our children back at home, Trent, busy working for a portable
fencing company in town and exploring options now he has graduated from
Otago university, and Brionne also home – life is full and busy, not to mention
our newest addition Fern – a short haired Border Collie – and Ian’s constant
companion, working the sheep and keeping him company on the farm.
Hoping this report finds you all well and wishing you all a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year

Anita and Ian Fleming
Right: Brionne Fleming leads a
Strathwell cow at the New Zealand
Agricultural Show, Christchurch, in mid
November this year.
Congratulations on her second placing
in the Novice Senior Handling Class Editor.
Below: Ian and Strathwell Vin
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UK TRAVELS By Judy Evans
In September, following retirement (which I am loving!) I headed off to UK to
spend some time with my sister, family and friends. I was lucky enough to
spend a few days with Helen and Terry Mancey and attend the Westmorland
Show with them. After being stuck in traffic in the middle of Bristol for 35
minutes in rush hour and then again on the motorway for 45ish minutes I
managed to arrive at the Mancey’s in time to assist with packing up for the
show and loading Helen’s Hebridean sheep and of course a Red Poll cow, calf
and a heifer for a long drive up to Kendal. Unloading and settling the animals
for the night, meeting up with other breeders for a quick supper, then
heading
to
a
Motorlodge for the
night.
Then
it
started to rain, as it
does most years
apparently!

Judging in the rain
at
Westmorland
Show
An early start to the
showgrounds and I
just slipped back into the show routines. Unloading gear, feed etc. Feeding,
watering, grooming, meeting up with people, then the white coat on and into
the show ring which became muddier and
muddier as the day wore on. I was given the
task of leading a very well behaved calf. I
managed to stay on my feet in awful muddy
conditions. Terry was awarded Champion cow
with Moreton Lady Blythe and Reserve Champion
of the breed. His heifer also was well placed.
Helen also was placed with her sheep. How
lovely to have 4-5 breeders and their Red Poll
cattle on show and such delightful people too.
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Managed to have a quick look around and had a brief chat with Sally Temple.
How sad that Simon was not there. Heading back home, unloading in the
dark. Animals and humans pleased to be home. A hot shower was so good.

Helen Mancey & her prizewinning sheep 
Next couple of days were just great. A visit to
David Austin Roses and the Stoke on Trent
historical pottery buildings and displays. A
fabulous day out at Haddon Hall, followed by a
wander through some villages and to Bakewell
with a visit to the bakery, of course. It was
lovely to catch up with Helen and Terry’s
daughters and the grandchildren. Amazing
hospitality!

 With Helen and Terry Mancy at David
Austin Rose Gardens
On a trip to visit my cousin near the coast, I
drove past a field full of Red Polls, near
Cheddar. Out of the car with camera! Terry
was able to identify the breeder (Susan
Tanner). A lot of that herd goes back to one
of his bulls, Percy.

The pigs

An
interesting aside – was taken to visit
some unusual pigs by a friend in
Gloucestershire. They originate from
Hungary - (Mangalica / Mangalzca.) Very
weird looking pigs!
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A BIT OF HISTORY
Red Poll Journal [UK], April 1924

(Thanks to the UK Red Poll Archivist, Joy Broughton, for sending this to us)

HIGH PRICE BULL FOR NEW ZEALAND
Among the numerous animals exported last year was Gresham Masterful
12681, sire Gresham Florus 11655, dam 26858 Gresham Aster. He was sold at
a high price by his owner and breeder, Lt.-Col. R.C. Batt, to the New Zealand
Government, who have the biggest herd of the breed in New Zealand. This
highly promising youngster is exceedingly well bred, combining as he does the
Sudbourne, Gressenhall, Honingham and Letton blood in his grandparents. His
dam Gresham Aster won 2nd prize at the Royal in 1920. Her dam Letton Mavis
3rd gave 8,849¼ lbs. Of milk in 12 months while her grand dams, Mavis and
Chedda gave respectively 9,334 and 8,030.

Gresham Masterful

His sire, Gresham Florus, is by Sudbourne Crimson out of Gressenhall Flower
Girl. The latter was by Unique, who was also the sire of Gressenhall Southgate
6th, sold for 1,150 guineas [$NZ 126,189.65 today!] at the Gressenhall sale in
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1919, in which year she was champion at the London Dairy Show. At the
above mentioned sale thirty three females by Unique averaged 258 guineas.
[Approx $NZ 28,319.56 today]
Several other noted Red Polls figure on the sire’s side and among them
mention must be made of his grand dam Sudbourne Sadie 1 st with a record of
over 11,000lbs. of milk in a year and winner of 1st in the Inspection and 1st in
the open Milking Trials at the Suffolk Show and 2nd in the Milking Trials at the
Royal; also of his great grand dams Sudbourne Queen 1st and Sudbourne
Flight who gave respectively 14,068½ and 13,365lbs. of milk in a year, the
former winning 1st in the Milking Trials at the Royal, and the latter 1 st in the
Inspection and 1st in the Milking Trails at the London Dairy Show.
Kettleburgh Ruby, 6th, a 6½ gallon a day yielder and Acton Crowfoot, one of
the most celebrated of stud bulls, are also among his ancestors.

Photo from Volume II of the NZ Red Poll herd book
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From “Red Poll Cattle in New Zealand” by Michael Condon. Pg 37
Talking of the Manawatu Show results for 1923: ‘The Central Development Farm won both the male and female championships
with two year olds. Dominion Louvain, the champion female, also won the
Red Poll Cattle Breeders cup for the best female of the breed. The male
championship was won by the imported bull, Gresham Masterful. Gresham
masterful was bred by Lieut. Colonel R.C. Batt, MVO of Gresham hall,
Norwich. His sire Gresham Floris [sic] and dam Gresham Aster were both from
heavy milk producing families.
Described as a splendid example of the breed, Gresham Masterful was
shipped from Liverpool on the 23rd June on the naringa. On arrival in
Wellington on the 21st August he was entered into quarantine at Somes island
and released six weeks later. He was imported from England by the
Department of Agriculture to replace the imported Australian bred bulls, Force
Majeure and Aviator, at the Central Development Farm.’
A sale report from the Otaki Mail 12 Oct, 1927 (National Library Papers Past)

(Ed note: abridged – Yearling Red Poll bulls only)

PEDIGREE STOCK SALE
CATTLE AND PIGS AT CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT FARM
-------------SATISFACTORY PRICES REALISED.....
YEARLING RED POLL BULLS
Dominion Flight Master, by Gresham Masterful (imp.) – Dominion Birdseye,
32½ gns., Mr G. H. Milne, Northern Wairoa.
Dominion Burgomaster, by Gresham Masterful (imp.) – Dominion Louvain, 25
gns., Mr A E Crudis, Tongaporutu.
Dominion Master Zeeland, by Gresham Masterful (imp.) – Dominion Zeeland,
22 ½ gns., Mr GH Milne, Northern Wairoa.
Dominion Mount Gresham, by Gresham Masterful (imp.) – Dominon Tablehill,
25gns., Mr H Russell, Whiteman’s Valley
Note: 4 Red Polls averaged £26gns approx; top of 32½gns; 8 Friesians
averaged £30½ gns., Top price was £45 gns., x2. ($NZ 4,703 approx.)
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Red Poll Society (UK)
If you would like to join to the Red Poll Cattle
Society (UK) contact secretary@redpoll.co.uk
or write to:
The Secretary,
1 Nabbott Road,
Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 2SW
The overseas membership subscription is £30 sterling; includes three printed
issues a year of the newsletter. The newsletter is also available to view on line
gratis.
Red Poll Merchandise
The UK Society has a fundraising 2020 Red Poll Calendar, branded sweat &
polo shirts etc for sale.
See their website under For Sale and Wanted – at the bottom is the
Merchandise.

FROM THE EDITOR
Hi Everyone,
Again thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter.
Don’t forget the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words – so send
me photos. Preferably with captions that explain which animal/s or
person/people it is. Watch the backgrounds for other cattle’s feet, grubby
behinds etc. I never say no (well, rarely) to the written word either!

Helen
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EVANLEA REPORT
The winter has gone, Spring has almost finished and at this point in time it
may be a hot, dry summer.
All stock wintered very well under ideal conditions and this has led to a good
calving.
The sheep market has been very good and a few extra projects have taken
place round the farm.
A number of farmers are concerned with the prospects of having to deal with
the Emissions Trading Scheme and other restrictions that may be placed on
farmers.
Many young people are not entering the farming life as the cost is getting too
expensive to see how to make ends meet with big mortgage commitments.
I intend to see what happens in the next 12 months and make decisions as to
what we will do.
Off to South Africa for the World Congress in March and looking forward to
that. A trip to a Safari Park to see African animals will precede the World
Congress.
We wish all members a merry Christmas and a prosperous 2020 and look
forward to seeing many members at the NZ Annual herd tour here in the
Wairarapa

Graeme & Judy Evans

Page 24 (next) is the first of 2 pages from the catalogue of a Winmock Farms
Sale back in 1949. We visited this farm on the Red Poll Congress Tour in
2017. Pages kindly supplied by Jeff Wilkins. Sorry if photos not perfectly clear.
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A photograph of four ET bred heifers that were conceived in New Zealand.
They are out of Garthmyl Noosa and they are sired by MM Century 21. Taken
when the World Red Poll Congress visited Eurimbla, Australia in 2014

Eurimbla Boomer

Recent photo of E.
Boomer at Coghlan’s
in Australia

Photos: Ian Coghlan
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CROFTHEAD REPORT December 2019
As I sit here, blankly staring at a computer screen, contemplating this report,
I am listening to the morning calls of many happy birds after the last 24 hours
of rain. It is lovely to hear, tempered by the fact that we got our baleage in
before the first drops of precious rain and our summer survival is assured.
Calving went well and we are now beginning AI with our known calvers using
Castlefield Nu Duke.
Other than the changeable spring weather, the big topic of conversation at
Crofthead is the Zero Carbon Bill passed recently. I consider myself a wee bit
of a ‘Greenie’ and I find myself shaking my head in wonder at a government
(both red and blue) who use something as emotive and topical as climate
change to line the countries pockets with overseas investments into forestry.
While I am very supportive of planting trees for soil health and believe that
some of our traditional NZ farming practices ignore animal welfare for profit, I
cannot see how converting farmland to Radiata Pine will have a positive
impact.
According to MPI 43.8% of our greenhouse gases are methane, 35% of this
from livestock and around 61% from other agricultural sources. However, I
haven’t heard a lot of acknowledgement about the fact that approximately
40% of emissions from fossil fuel production are methane and your basic
landfill will contribute to up to 18% of national methane emissions annually
(approximately the same as manure). And there are similar statistics for
carbon. So a high percentage of the methane emissions coming from your
land are related to fossil fuel usage rather than the cattle. Production of fossil
fuels in NZ generates approximately 2.5 billion dollars per year as opposed to
farming’s 36 billion.
Nationally, 92% of nitrous oxide emissions were from agricultural soil created
mostly by manure and urine. This is high on a global scale and can be
reduced by maintaining soil health and reducing run off. Plant based filtering
systems are a great idea for both the soil and the air but Radiata Pine may
not be the way to go. Pine needles are thought to produce Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC’s) which can have a significant impact on ozone and
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planting large numbers may in fact increase carbon emissions. Forestry adds
1.4 billion to the GDP.
Surely our focus should be on reducing our fossil fuel use, education and
funding around more sustainable farming practices such as adding alfalfa to
pasture, increasing beef production and offsetting nitrous oxide in soil (the
bloat discussion is one for another day) and planting natives such as manuka
and kanuka which will grow for longer, retain carbon, clean waterways, stop
soil erosion and feed bees, all with one plant. Or consider fodder trees with
multiple benefits. If you are in the category of having to consider planting
your land, please look at the alternative options out there as there is funding
for many choices that could benefit both the farmer and the environment.
We look forward to seeing you all in the New Year at the AGM.

Kirsty & Robert

Cow - Tamihana Chris Smiler
(Sire: Tamihana TK Christopher; Dam: T. Dans Smile) with her bull calf.
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KAIHINAU REPORT
You know the end of the year is coming when 2020 calendars arrive in the
mail, with the expectancy of another year and other challenges ahead.
We have never been able to complain of a 5 year drought or caught up in
climatic challenges as have our fellow farmers in Australia. In fact, some
families can trace coming to New Zealand from Australia in wake of similar
harsh conditions 3 or 4 generations ago.
Our farm has regenerated after the winter and has good grass cover. The final
100 last year’s male lambs left the farm today. The ewe lambs will stay until
January or February, pending 2th ewe sales.
Our Red Poll yearling heifers have said goodbye to winter and are now set to
put on their biggest growth performance to maturity as 2 year olds.
All our yearling male progeny were sold to last year’s purchaser at
Waipukurau.
A quick visit to the South Island for a family wedding saw us at Ian and
Anita’s farm and purchasing 2 very well grown yearling bulls, now out with our
herd. Ian’s enthusiasm for the breed is reflected in his recent show results.
A highlight of our weekend away was having morning tea with Peter and
Eleanor Fleming in their home.
Christmas is a special time, even on our farming calendar. We think of
breeders from North Cape to Bluff and visualise being on their farms and very
much enjoying their hospitality over the years. We are aware that farming has
many challenges and is increasingly under more pressure.
Our best wishes are to everyone for 2020 and we hope to catch up with as
many as possible at the next tour.

Kath and Kelvin Lane
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ROSEMARKIE REPORT
The country around us is beginning to dry out. The garden has been dry for
quite a while now but the grass still seems to grow!
Finally finished calving on the 11 November (only 3 were late; 1 older cow
and the two heifers who were not supposed to be in calf but Monty jumped
two fences!). Everyone else had calved before the end of September. We
ended up with 10 bulls and 15 live heifers. Lost a heifer out of a 3 yr old who
had a mystery calf last year – couldn’t be found! She will be going off for
meat – nearly did it last year and thought no, give her another chance. Silly
me!
Seeing we have had so many heifers this year we will keep our usual 4 bulls
and what’s not chosen by an interested dairy farmer who recently approached
us, will be steered and sold as weaners.
Any of the heifers not suitable to keep or sell for breeding will be fattened.

Rosemarkie 18 month heifers and steers, taken in May 2019
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Photos Back Cover:
Top: Halcyon Hills Tawari – herd sire at Crofthead stud, Wairarapa.
Bred by Dr Jan Schepel of Raglan.
Sire: Halcyon Hills Sir Cumin (Tamihana Tom CP (AI) out of Tamihana
Lady Harlow)
Dam: Tamihana Rangiono CP (Fedw Stig out of Tamihana Excel
Rangirua)
Bottom:
Evie Macdonaldleading Ian & Anita Fleming’s cow and calf at the
Ellesmere Show.

Evie Macdonald leads the Strathwell calf at the Ellesmere Show
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